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  Net vs Gross Wage

QUICK FACTS
1. It is still common practice for a nanny’s pay to 

be discussed and agreed in net terms
•	 A nanny’s net pay is the amount she takes 

home each pay day 
•	 Her gross pay is her net wage + Tax + 

employee’s NI
2. Net wage agreements often confuse employers, 

particularly	those	taking	on	a	nanny	for	the	first	
time

3. Net	wage	nannies	lose	out	financially	from	
increases in their personal tax-free allowance 
and income tax decreases

4. Agree a gross wage

Nannying is one of the last remaining professions in 
the UK where wages are commonly agreed in net (i.e. 
take-home) rather than gross pay. It is surprising that 
this outdated arrangement still occurs as a net wage 
agreement	can	have	serious	financial	implications	for	
both nannies and employers.

Net and Gross: what’s the difference?
The net wage is the take-home pay; the amount a nanny 
receives each pay day.

The gross wage is the nanny’s net pay + Tax + employee’s 
National Insurance.

On top of the gross wage, an employer must also pay 
employer’s National Insurance Contributions. The gross 
wage + employer’s NI contributions are known as the 
total cost.

An example
To illustrate the difference between a nanny’s net and 
gross wage plus the employer’s cost, consider the salary 
calculation below:

•	 Let’s assume a nanny has a contracted weekly net 
wage of £400. 

•	 Her gross weekly wage (including Tax and 
employee’s NI) would be £516*. 

•	 In addition to the gross pay, her employer must 
also pay employer’s NI at £51* per week. This 
brings the employer’s total costs to £567* per 
week. 

The cost to the employer is over 40% more than the 
original net wage agreed and possibly well above the 
figure	they	had	initially	budgeted	for.	

Many nanny employers, particularly those employing 
for	the	first	time,	do	not	realise	that	they	must	pay	Tax	
and National Insurance on top of a net salary. When the 
true cost of employing a nanny becomes apparent, some 
employers	find	they	simply	cannot	afford	to	employ.	Even	
worse, an employer may be tempted to declare only part 
of their nanny’s salary in order to save money. This is not 
only illegal but will also affect the nanny’s pension and 
entitlement	to	statutory	benefits	such	as	maternity	pay,	
sick	pay	and	unemployment	benefits.

* Figures are rounded to the nearest pound and 
calculated using 2012/2013 Tax & NI rates for an 
employee with a standard tax code.

The difference between a net and gross wage (and 
the employer’s total cost) could be higher still if the 
nanny does not have a standard tax code, has unpaid or 

underpaid tax from previous employment, another job or  
a student loan.

Pitfalls of a net wage agreements
Aside	from	the	financial	risk	to	employers,	net	wage	
agreements	also	present	significant	disadvantages	for	a	
nanny too:

•	 The Government regularly increases the personal 
tax-free allowance; the current government has 
pledged to increase this to £10,000 over the next 
few years. With a net wage arrangement, the 
nanny	will	not	benefit	when	the	personal	tax	free	
allowance increases as she will continue to receive 
the same net pay. Only nannies on a gross wage 
agreement will automatically see their take-home 
pay rise. 

•	 By knowing the gross wage, a nanny can compare 
her salary with that of any other type of employee 
in the UK, thereby giving her the opportunity to 
assess her earning power and consider her career 
options. 

•	 In order to apply for a mortgage or a loan, a nanny 
needs to know her gross salary. Banks, HMRC and 
the rest of the commercial world work on gross 
salary	figures.

•	 Agreeing in net means the employer is exposing 
their	total	cost	to	fluctuations	especially,	for	
example, if the nanny has outstanding tax from 
previous employment. 

The simple solution is to agree a gross wage.


